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ABSTRACT 

The surface relaxation dynamics of supported star-shaped polymer thin films are shown 

to be slower than the bulk, persisting up to temperatures at least 50 degrees above the bulk glass 

transition temperature Tg
bulk. This behavior, exhibited by star-shaped polystyrenes (SPSs) with 

functionality f = 8-arms and molecular weights per arm Marm < Me (Me is the entanglement 

molecular weight), is shown by molecular dynamics simulations to be associated with a 

preferential localization of these macromolecules at the free surface. This new phenomenon is in 

notable contrast to that of linear chain polymer thin film systems where the surface relaxations 

are enhanced in relation to the bulk; this enhancement persists only for a limited temperature 

range above the bulk Tg
bulk. Evidence of the slow surface dynamics, compared to the bulk, for 

temperatures well above Tg and at length and time scales not associated with the glass transition 

has not previously been reported for polymers. 
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 The manner in which dynamics at the free surfaces of materials differ from the bulk is of 

fundamental and practical interest, affecting physical phenomena such as wetting, adhesion and 

tribology. In polymers this behavior occurs over various time and length-scales and attracts 

considerable attention, theoretically, experimentally and computationally [1-5]. In linear-chain 

polymer systems, not unlike metals or semiconductors, the surface dynamics are generally faster 

than the bulk. Below the bulk glass transition temperature Tg
bulk of linear-chain polymers, 

experiments reveal the existence of a liquid-like layer, a few nanometers thick, at the free surface 

[5-7]. The enhanced configurational freedom of chain segments at the free interface is 

responsible this enhanced surface dynamics, and an associated lower free surface glass transition 

temperature Tg
surf. 

This free surface layer of enhanced segmental dynamics persists for a relatively “narrow” 

temperature window above the bulk Tg [8-10]. The very first XPCS measurements of supported 

entangled linear polystyrene (PS) polymer films showed that the free surface viscosities, ηXPCS, 

at temperatures T > Tg
bulk + 30 K, are equal to their bulk zero shear viscosities, η0. The surface 

relaxation times were described by the hydrodynamic continuum theory (HCT) that assumes 

non-slip boundary conditions at the liquid/substrate interface and that the film possesses a 

uniform viscosity η [11,12]. It predicts that the relaxation time is proportional to η/γ, where γ is 

the surface tension of the film [13]. This finding is consistent with the notion that for 

temperatures sufficiently high above Tg, the surface and bulk dynamics should be similar.[9] 

Only within a limited temperature range above Tg
bulk, i.e. at Tg < T <  Tg + 20 K,  are the surface 

dynamics faster than the bulk as faster segmental dynamics are manifested  within the time (1-

103 sec) and length scales (10-103 nm) of the XPCS measurements and the surface relaxation 

times were shorter than that of the corresponding  bulk zero shear viscosity [14].  
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The relaxation dynamics of star-shaped polymers, and branched polymers in general, 

differ significantly from linear chain polymers; linear –chain polymers are known to diffuse via 

slithering motions –Rouse dynamics for unentangled linear chains and reptation, involving the 

curvilinear motions of long chains along “tubes,” and tube-renewal processes, for entangled 

molecules. For entangled star-shaped molecules, mechanisms that require the retraction of an 

“arm” of the molecule are essential in order to facilitate viscous flow. This facilitation process 

dictates that segmental relaxations would occur hierarchically –segments relax rapidly near the 

free ends of the chains and slower, with limited excursions, closer to the branch points of each 

molecule. The dynamics of branched polymers are therefore characterized by a wider 

distribution of relaxation times and length-scales [15]. Foster and co-workers, recently 

investigated the effect macromolecular architecture on the dynamics of polymer films.[16-18] In 

contrast to linear-chain and cyclic molecules [16], branching was shown to have a significant 

effect on the surface fluctuation dynamics [17,18]. Specifically with the use of XPCS they 

showed that for unentangled 6-arm star-shaped and six-end end branched stars, the surface 

viscosities were higher than the bulk viscosities. For molecules characterized by extreme 

branching (6-pom and bottle brushes) the surface and bulk viscosities were more comparable 

[17].  

Recently, we showed that for 8-arm star polymer films with a molecular weight per arm 

of Mw
arm = 10 kg / mol. Tg

surf > Tg
bulk.[6,19,20] However Tg

surf became gradually lower than Tg
bulk 

as Mw
arm became much larger than Me, the molecular weight between entanglements; this trend is 

consistent with the behavior of linear chain polymers [6,19,20]. Molecular dynamics simulations 

revealed that this behavior– Tg
surf > Tg

bulk -might be due to positional correlations of the star-

shaped molecular at the free surface of the film [20]. In this letter we demonstrate using XPCS 
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that the in contrast to the linear chain polymers, the free surface layer relaxations are slow 

compared to the bulk and this persists to temperatures T > Tg + 50 K. Molecular dynamics 

simulations of supported thin polymer films indicate that the slow dynamics, and Tg
surf > Tg

bulk, 

would be due to a preferential localization of these molecules at the free surface. The XPCS 

measurements indicate that the dynamics are restricted spatially, or “caged,” at temperatures tens 

of degrees above the glass transition temperature, due to the persistence of structural ordering. 

The slow surface dynamics compared to the bulk at length and time-scales, not associated with 

the glass transition, have not been shown before, to the best of our knowledge. 

Perhaps the best experimental insights into the surface dynamics of polymer films may be 

obtained using XPCS. The surface fluctuation dynamics were measured using XPCS, 

characterized by the normalized intensity-intensity autocorrelation function of the coherent 

surface scattering , , given by , , , / , , where ,  is the scattering intensity for the in-plane vector at time , and t is the delay time. For 

highly viscous polymers, the capillary waves are over damped so ,  may be described by 

an exponential decay: , 1 exp 2 / , where  is the speckle contrast,  0 1  is a stretching exponent, and  is the average relaxation time; where  1 corresponds to a simple exponential decay.  

Films of various polymers, with thickness of approximately h = 200 nm, were examined 

using XPCS. Details of the experimental conditions and the analysis of the experimental data are 

reported in the Supplemental information [21]. Fig. S1 shows raw g2 data for linear PS films with 

Mw = 13 kg / mol. (LPS-13K) and for 8-arm stars with Mw
arm = 57 kg / mol. (SPS-8-57K) for a 

temperature 40 K higher than the corresponding bulk Tg. For the LPS-13K, the g2 data were 
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described well by a simple exponential decay (in accordance with literature [22]), whereas for 

SPS-8-57K, g2 followed a stretched exponential decay.  

The XPCS data suggest surprising differences between surface relaxation processes that 

occur in films composed of linear chains and of SPS molecules of different arm lengths. First, 

our studies confirm that the surface dynamics measured by XPCS on linear chain PS films are in 

excellent agreement with the values of the zero shear viscosities, measured using bulk rheology; 

the XPCS relaxation times can be described by HCT (Fig. 1a) while the surface viscosities,  

, are comparable to that in the bulk, ηXPCS ≈ η0 , Fig. 2a. This result also indicates that the 

surface dynamics measured by XPCS, and at the corresponding time-scales, encompass those of 

the center of mass translational dynamics for T > Tg
bulk + 30 K [14,22].  It should be emphasized 

that only at temperatures close to Tg, i.e. at Tg < T <  Tg + 20 K,  the faster segmental dynamics of 

the surface layer were  manifested  within the time (1-103 sec) and length scales (10-103 nm) of 

the XPCS measurements and the surface relaxation times were shorter than that of the 

corresponding  bulk zero shear viscosity . 

For 8-arms SPS films with Mw = 25 and 57 kg / mol, the HCT describes the  versus  

dependence quite well (Fig. 1b). The data in Fig. 2b show the differences between ηXPCS and ηo, 

(see supplementary information [21] and also Ref [23]), for the SPS-8-25K and SPS-8-57K 

samples. In order to extract the viscosities of the SPS molecules, their surface tensions were 

estimated using the work of Archer and co-workers [24,25]. For the slightly entangled SPS-8-

57K, ηXPCS is slightly lower than η0 whereas for SPS-8-25K ηXPCS, at the lowest temperature, is 

smaller than  by an order of magnitude.  The value of ηXPCS becomes comparable to  for the 

highest temperature Τ ∼ Tg + 50K. With regard to SPS-8-10K, the HCT model completely fails 

to describe the  –vs –  data throughout the entire temperature ranges. This is shown in Fig. 3, 
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where the solid symbols represent the XPCS data and the solid lines were computed with the 

HCT model (using the values of bulk zero-shear viscosities).  

The q-dependence of the relaxation times of the SPS-8-10 K molecules is instructive with 

regard to identifying potential differences between the relaxation mechanisms of this polymer 

and the others. For T ≈ Tg + 40 K and Tg + 50K the relaxation times scale as ~1/ . 
Additionally, the relaxation times are significantly longer than the relaxation times in the bulk. 

These combined observations suggest that the dynamics of the molecules at the free surface are 

“caged” [26,27]. We will return to this point later in our discussion.   

The stretching exponents (αXPCS) of the intermediate scattering functions, obtained from 

the XPCS measurements, shown in Fig. 4. For the linear chain PS samples, αXPCS = 1 as expected 

for the experimental window which captures only translational relaxations [14].  For star-shaped 

PS samples, αXPCS is not only dependent on Mw
arm but it is also T dependent, increasing with T. A 

stretched exponent of αXPCS < 1 suggests that a distribution, relaxation process occurs at a given 

temperature. For the highest temperature T = Tg + 50 K, αXPCS = 1 for the SPS-8-25K and SPS-8-

10K, suggesting that the same dynamics processes, collective mass motions, are captured by the 

XPCS experiment. However, for the SPS-8-57K molecules the values of αXPCS are much smaller, 

throughout the entire temperature range, suggesting a broader distribution of relaxation times 

[28]. With the use of molecular dynamics simulations, we recently showed that due to their 

architecture and associated monomer packing frustrations, the dynamics of star-shaped polymers 

would be characterized by broader distributions of relaxation times than their linear chain 

analogs: dynamics are slower at the vicinity of the branched point (higher monomer density) and 

become faster towards the arm end (lower monomer density) [15].  The distribution becomes 

broader as functionality increases and/or when the arm is shorter. So one could ask, what is the 
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effect of the structure and dynamical intra-molecular heterogeneity of star polymers in the 

dynamics measured with XPCS?  Our data reveal that the broadening of the XPCS surface 

dynamics of the SPS-8-57K is not due to intermolecular heterogeneities in the segmental 

dynamics, as it has been seen in the bulk for star-shaped molecules [15], but rather due to the 

effect of interfacial interactions on the free surface dynamics. Furthermore, the failure of the 

HCT to describe the τ- behavior of the SPS-8-10K molecule is associated with the molecular 

packing of these molecules at the free interface that requires cooperative rearrangements 

(collective motions) for surface relaxations. 

Further insights into these results -the failure of the HCT to describe the τ- behavior of 

the SPS-8-10K molecule and the trend in the αXPCS exponent with arm length – may be gleaned 

from bead-spring coarse-grained molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. In this model, each star-

shaped polymer molecule is represented by a bead (core) onto which 8 chains, each with M 

segments of a diameter σ, is attached. The core particle has a diameter of 0.5 σ. Thin films of 

thickness H were “constructed” such that one interface was exposed to vacuum and the other was 

in contact with a solid substrate. Simulations of thin films of star polymers having M = 10 

segments per arm were performed; details of the simulations are described elsewhere [20,29]. 

Based on previous studies [20,29], we know that there is a stronger positional correlation 

(concentration profile) of the core particles at the free interface for films having 8-arm star 

polymers than the linear chain analogues; this implies that star polymers are preferentially 

located at the free surface compared to the interior of the film, as illustrated in Fig. 5a. In other 

words, this preferential localization means that the excess number of star molecules at the 

interface compared to the bulk is expected to enhance the dynamical frustration. This is an 
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additional effect associated with the emergence of particle-like behavior and molecular packing 

with increasing f in the bulk as discussed in a previous study [30].  

Based on the foregoing it is evident that the slow surface dynamics determined using 

XPCS compared to the bulk viscosity for the SPS-8-10K system, not exhibited by linear chain 

polymers, are associated with the molecular packing of the macromolecules at the free surface 

due to the preferential localization. The additional findings that ~  suggest evidence that the 

dynamics of the molecules are caged [26], and is consistent with the slower surface dynamics 

measured with XPCS, as the relaxation will occur via a slower cooperative process. 

In conclusion, we have shown that for temperatures far above Tg, the surface dynamics of 

thin film SPS molecules with Marm < Me are slow compared to the bulk. The surface relaxations 

occur via a slow cooperative process. These are new insights into polymer dynamics contrast to 

the well-understood behavior of linear-chain polymers where the surface dynamics can be fast 

compared to the bulk. MD simulations of supported films reveal that the star-shaped molecules 

exhibit preferential localization at the free surface in contrast to the bulk. Recent oscillatory 

shear experiments reveal that for bulk systems, the molecules with f ≥ 8 and Marm < Me undergo 

flow via a cooperative mechanism, unlike the conventional arm retraction mechanism 

characteristic of the long-range dynamics of long armed (Marm >> Me) star shaped 

macromolecules [23]. This new phenomenon –slow surface dynamics– should be general and 

exhibited by branched molecules whose motions become “caged” due to a tendency toward 

aggregation or localization at the free surface. These findings have important implications with 

the regard to the use of polymers for applications that include lubrication, tribology, and 

adhesion.  
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Figures: 

 

Figure 1: Relaxation times as a function of wave function for various PS films at different 
temperatures, T, for: (a) LPS-13K (solid symbols) and LPS 50K (open symbols); (b) SPS-8-25K 
(solid symbols) SPS-8-57K (open symbols). The curves represent the least-squared fits of data to 
the HCT. 
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Figure 2: A comparison of viscosities of films determined using XPCS data (filled symbols) and 
bulk viscosities measured by rheometry (open symbols) as a function of ΔTg for (a) LPS-13K 
(blue symbols) and LSP-50K (green symbols) and (b) SPS-8-25K (black symbols) and SPS-8-
57K (red symbols). 
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Figure 3: XPCS surface relaxation time for the SPS-8-10K measured at different temperatures. 
The solid curves represent the estimated surface relaxation times based on HCT using the zero-
shear viscosity. The dashed line indicates the τ ~ q-1. 

 

 

Figure 4:  XPCS stretching exponents as a function of ΔTg for 8-arm films with Mw
arm = 10 kg / 

mol (solid red symbols), 25 kg / mol (solid blue triangle), and 57 kg / mol (solid black squares). 
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Figure 5: Segmental and core particle concentration profiles for stars having (top) f = 2 arms (i.e 
linear chains) and (bottom) f = 8-arms and M = 10 segments per arm. The highlighted region 
corresponds to the star polymer interfacial layer at the free surface and reflects the preferential 
localization of stars at the free interface. 

 

 


